Let R be a ring with identity I # 0 and fc~r any lell R-module M let pd(M) (id(M)) denote the projective (injective) dimension of M.
This first characterization allows us to compare the class of commutative rings R with S(R) < 1 to the class of the so-called fractionally self-injectivc rings [ 161 and to the class of commutative rings whose finitely generated modules are direct sums of cyclic modules (these rings have been extensively studied; see for instance j2: 3, 16, 181). Furthermore for a commutative ring R, S(R) ,< 1 if and only if R has no non-zero nilpotent elements and for every non-minimal prime ideal P in R the injective envelope of the R-module R/P is uniserial (compare with [5] ).
Particular attention is paid to the class of all rings R with 6(R) < 1 and whose minimal spectrum is compact because such rings seem to be the most natural generalization of regular rings. The rings with 6(R) < 1 and minimal spectrum compact are semihereditary Baer rings and have a (Von Neumann) regular ring of fractions. We prove that the category of such rings is naturally equivalent to the category of ringed spaces (X,.F), where X is a Boolean space (i.e., a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space) and ..F is a sheaf of domains ..Fx with 6(.Fx) < 1 for every x E X. This extends Pierce's techniques [ I2 J and allows us to give a good description of all rings R with 6(R) < 1 contained inside a fixed regular ring.
DEFINITION OF 6(R)
For a ring R (all rings have identities) R-Mod denotes the category of unital left R-modules. If ME R-Mod.then E(M), Sot(M) and Mk denote the injective envelope: the sock and the k-fold direct sum of copies of M. M E R-Mod is finitely embedded (f.e.) if M has a finitely generated essential socle and is cocyclic (or subdirectly irreducible) if M has a simple essential socle [ 15 1 . The injectice dimension of M, written id(M), is the inf of the lengths of all injective resolutions of M [ 11 J. It is 03 or the least n such that Ext;.'-I(-, M) = 0. 
Proof
We only have to prove that if IZ > 0 is an integer and id(N) < II for every cocyclic module N, then id(M) < n for every f.e. module M. Induction on m, where m is the number of summands in a decomposition of Sot(M) in direct sum of simple modules, is applied.
Suppose m > 1. Then M is isomorphic to a submodule of E(S,) @ .a. 3 I?(.!?,) for suitable simple modules S, ,..., S, and we may clearly suppose MEE(S,)@ .
-. @ E(S,). Let Z: E(S,) C$ . . . ~9 E(S,) -+ E(S,)
be the canonical projection. Then n(M) is cocyclic, so that id(x(M)) < n and ker 7~ n M c_ E(S,) %, . . . @ E(S,). By the inductive hypothesis id(ker 7t n M) < n. If we apply Exti' ' to the exact sequence 0 -+ ker R n M -+ M + n(M) + 0, we get the exact sequence Exti-'(-, ker 71 n M) -+ Ext:' I(--, M) --t Extg+'(--, x(M)). Therefore id(M) < II. DEFINITION 1.2. If R is a ring, 6(R) = sup{id(M) I ME R-Mod and M is finitely embedded}.
6(R) is a homological invariant of the ring R. Of course it is less than or equal to gld(R), the left global dimension of R, defined by gld(R) = sup(id(M) j ME R-Mod} = sup(pd(M) 1 ME R-Mod} (pd(M) is the projective dimension of M).
The usefulness of 6(R) for a commutative ring R is immediately pointed out by the following theorem. Recall that a ring R is (Van Neumann) regular if for every a E R there exists b E R such that a = aha. THEOREM 1.3. Let R be a commutatice ring. R is regular if and only iJ 6(R) = 0.
Proof. This is Kaplansky's theorem: a commutative ring R is regular if and only if every simple R-module is injective 114. Ex. 2.14). But every simple R-module is injective if and only if 6(R) = 0.
The aim of this paper is to characterize the commutative rings R such that 6(R) = 1 and to study their structure and properties. We give a first easy homological characterization of these rings which will be frequently used in the sequel. LEMMA 1.4. Let R be a (possibly non-commutatice) ring. 'The fol!owing are equivalent:
(ii) Ext:(I, M) = 0 for et'ery left ideal I of R and every cocyclic module M E R-Mod.
(iii) For ecery leff simple R-module S. euery homomorphic imuge qf E,(S) is injectice.
Proof
(i) * (ii). Let 6(R) < 1, I be a left ideal of R and M be a cocyclic module. Then Exti(-, M) = 0. If we apply Ext(-, M) to the exact sequence 0 + I + R + R/I --+ 0, we get the exact sequence Ext'(R, M) --) Ext'(Z, M) -+ Ext*(R/I, M). The first and the last groups are zero. Hence Ext'(I, M) = 0.
(ii) => (iii).
Let S be a simple R-module and N be a homomorphic image of ER(S). WC must show that for every left ideal I of R the canonical (iii) * (i). We want to prove that id(M) < 1 for every cocyclic R-module M, i.e., for every submodule M of ER(S), where S is any simple R-module. Now by hypothesis E,(S)/M is injective, so that Ext'(--, E,(S)/M) = 0. But Ext*(-, M) g Ext'(--, ER(S)/M) = 0. Hence id(M) < 1.
THE MAIN CHARACTERIZATION
From now on all rings in this note are assumed to be commutative and with identity.
We begin our study of the rings R with 6(R) = 1 with the local case. Recall that a ring R is a valuation domain if it is a domain and the set of its ideals is totally ordered with respect to set inclusion. Furthermore a ring R is almost maximal if whenever (x~ + Z,, jaEX is a family of cosets of ideals of R (x, E R and I, ideal in R) with the finite intersection property (f.i.p.) and r) aeX Z, # 0, then nasx x, + I, f 0. Conversely let R be a local ring, M be its maximal ideal, E = ER(R/M) and suppose 6(R) < 1.
Let us show that R is a domain. Let x,, x2 E R, x,, x2 # 0. x,E is a nonzero homomorphic image of E (consider the morphism E + xi E given by the multiplication by x,). By Lemma 1.4, x,E is an injective submodule of E. But E is indecomposable and hence xiE = E. It follows that x,x* E = x, E = E and therefore x,x2 # 0. Hence R is a domain.
Let us show that R is a valuation domain. Let x,, x2 E R, x,, x2 # 0. We have to prove that either x, divides x2 or x2 divides x,. Consider the homomorphism o: E -+ E @ E, o(e) = (xi e, x2 e), e E E. By Lemma 1.4, p(E) is an injective submodule of E @ E. If p(E) 2 Soc(E @ E), then v(E) = E @ E; that is, (D is surjective; then for every e E E there exists e' E E such that rp(e') = (0, e), i.e., such that x, e' = 0 and x2e' = e; it follows that x, e = x,xze' =x2x1 e' = 0. Hence x, E = 0, from which x, = 0, a contradiction. Let us show that R is almost maximal. Let (x, + lu}aEX be a family of cosets of ideals of R with the f.i.p. such that n,,, I, # 0. With the same argument as that of the proof of [ 3, Theorem 4.4 1, we may suppose that the 1,'s are principal ideals in R. By taking a well-ordered cofinal subset of il, 1n.x ordered by inverse inclusion we may also suppose that {lalClcX is well ordered. Hence we have an ordinal 'J, a family (x, + Ry, },< ?, where xar y,ER, x,+Ry,2xb+Ryo whenever a,</3<7 and f),,,Ry,#O, anie;; F; to prove that 0 n < y (x, + Ry,) # 0.
u<y Ry,, j # 0. For every a < 'J consider the exact sequence
where c,(x) = (x, 0) and the second homomorphism is the canonical projection (x, y) t-+ y.
Let I be the identity R/jy;; 'M + R/jy; 'M. For a <p < '/ let I,$: Ry;' -+ Ry;' be the inclusion (note that Ry, 2 Rye so that Ry;' G Ryii) and let pnB: R/jy; 'M @ Ry;' -+ R/jy;'M 0 Ry,;' be the morphism defined by pnS(r + jy, 'M, q) = (I + q(x, -xD) + jy; 'M, q) for r E R and q E Ry; ' (it is well defined because if q E Ry, ', then q(x, -x3) E R(x, -x0) yd ' C Rv, y, ' = R).
It is easy to verify that for a </I < '/ the diagram O-R/jy;'MA R/jy; 'M @ Ry; ' -Ry; ' -0 (sa)
commutes. Now clearly (RY; ', z,il)aG3<7 is a direct system and a trivial verification shows that ((R/jy;'M) 0 RY, I, a)uO)a40<7 is a direct system too. Taking the direct limit we get an exact sequence O-R/jy;'M* ti ((R/jy, 'M) @ Ry, ') - = yo '(x0 -x,) + y; 'yn rn + j>j; 'M, from which I'~ -yc; '(x,, -x,) -y0 'y, ra E jy; 'M, SO that r0 y0 -x0 + x, -ynro E jMC Ry,. Therefore x0 -rOyO E x, -yt,ro + Ry, = x, + Ry, for all a ( y, and hence n,,,x, + RJJ, # 0. We have thus proved that R is an almost maximal valuation domain.
In order to pass from the local case to the global one we need the following lemma. 6(S-'R) < 1. Now let M be any maximal ideal in R containing P. By Lemma 1.4 we have to prove that every R/P-homomorphic image of E = ER,,,,(R/Mj is R,lP-injective. Let E' = ER(R/M); then [ 14, Proposition 2.27 ] E = (0 :E. P). Now by the first part of this lemma 6(R,w) < 1, so that by Lemma 2.1. R,w is an almost maximal valuation domain. Let Q be the field of fractions of R,; then E' = E,(R/M) z E,,w(R,,,/MR,w) ?' Q/MR,v by [8, Theorem 41 . But if Q is thought of as an R-module, then PQ = 0 because P,w is a minimal prime ideal in R, and hence is zero. Hence PE' = 0, and E = (0 :EI P) = E'. Let N be an R/P-homomorphic image of E; then N is an R-homomorphic image of E = E' and therefore it is R-injective and annihilated by P. By [ 14. Proposition 2.271, N is R/P-injective. Hence 6(R/P) < 1.
We are now ready for the characterization of the commutative rings R such that 6(R) < 1. We say that a commutative ring R (not necessarily a domain) is locally an almost maximal valuation domain if R,w is an almost maximal valuation domain for every maximal ideal M in R. THEOREM 2.3. Let R be a commutative ring. Then S(R) < 1 if and only if R is locally an almost maximal z;aluation domain and every prime ideal in R is either minimal or contained in a unique maximal ideal of R.
ProoJ Suppose 6(R) < 1. Then by Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, R is locally an almost maximal valuation domain. Let P, be a minimal prime ideal in R. By Lemma 2.2, &R/P,) < 1. Therefore in order to prove that every prime ideal of R is either minimal of contained in a unique maximal ideal we may suppose that R is a domain. Let P be a non-zero prime ideal of R. Suppose P is contained in two different maximal ideals M,. M,. Let S = R\(M, U M,). Then by Lemma 2.2, 6(S-'R) < 1. Therefore without loss of generality we may suppose that R is a domain with exactly two maximal ideals M, , M,, that 6(R) < 1 and we have to prove that the only prime ideal contained in M, f3 M, is zero.
Suppose on the contrary that P # 0 is a prime ideal, P c M, n Mz. Let Q be the field of fractions of R. Then (as in the proof of Lemma 2.2) E,(R/M,) 2 Ex,,,i(RMJMi R,MJ z Q/Mi R,,,,. Let us distinguish two cases:
(1) first case: for every x E R, x # 0, we have xR,+,, 6 R and xR,~~ SC R. Let x E: P, x # 0. Then xR,, !,Z R and xR,~ & R. Therefore there exist y E R\M, and z E R\M, such that xy -I, XI ' @ R. Hence x & Ry and x & Rz. Now y, z 6? P from which yz 66 P. But PS Rx, and hence yz & Rx, i.e., yzx-' 6$ R = R,, n R,w,. Therefore either yzx-' 6? R,vI, or yzx-' & R,,,?. If for instance yzx -I &R,!, then xy-'zC' E R,) because R,, is a valuation domain. It follows that xz -' E R,w, and hence xz ' E R,w, r7 R,,,, = R, a contradiction. Similarly if yzx-' 66 R,,,, .
(2) second case: for some x E R, x # 0, either xR,~, E R or xR,~ c R. Suppose XR M, G R. Let us show that in this case every R-homomorphic Proof: Let R be a semilocal ring and suppose 6(R) < 1. Then by Theorem 2.3, R, is a valuation domain for every maximal ideal M of R; hence R is reduced (i.e., does not contain non-zero nilpotent elements) and every prime ideal contains a unique minimal prime ideal. In particular R has only a finite number of minimal prime ideals. Thus Spec(R) (=set of all prime ideals of R with the Zariski topology) is the disjoint union of the closures of the minimal prime ideals of R. Hence R is the direct product of a finite number of rings Ri, where each Ri has a unique minimal prime ideal. Since R is reduced every Ri is a domain. By Lemma 2.2, 6(R,) < 1 for every i. By Theorem 2.3 every Ri is a semilocal Prufer domain; hence every R, is a Bezout domain 13, Proposition 3.81. Furthermore Ri is semilocal and every prime ideal #O is contained in a unique maximal ideal. Hence every R, is h-local [9, p. 45 1. Since they are also locally almost maximal, they are almost maximal [2, Theorem 2.9 ]. Hence R is the direct product of a finite number of semilocal almost maximal Bezout domains.
The converse immediately follows from Theorem 2.3 and from (2, Theorem 2.9 1.
OTHER CHARACTERIZATIONS
Let us give three more characterizations of the class of all rings R with 6(R) < 1. These new characterizations allow us to compare these rings with rings of other classes studied by many authors: W. Brandal, D. T. Gill, E. Maths, T. Shores, P. Vamos, R. Wiegand, S. Wiegand, etc.
Let us recall some definitions. A ring is reduced if it does not contain nonzero nilpotent elements. A ring R is FGC if every finitely generated Rmodule is a direct sum of cyclic submodules. A ring R is FSI (frucfionall~ self-injective) if for each ideal I of R the total ring of fractions of R/I is selfinjective [ 16 ] . We say that a ring is semilocally FGC (resp. semilocally FSI) if for every finite set (MI,..., M,) of maximal ideals of R the ring S-'R is FGC (resp. FSJ), where S = R\(M, U . . . U M,). Also recall that a module is uniseriaf if the lattice of its submodules is totally ordered. (iv) R is reduced and E,(R/P) is a uniserial R-module for every nonminimal prime ideal P of R.
Proof: (i) * (ii). Let 6(R) < 1. Then by Theorem 2.3, R,w is a domain for every maximal ideal M. Hence R is reduced. Let M, ,..., M, be maximal ideals of R, S = R\(M, U aa-U M,); then by Lemma 2.2: 6(S 'R) < 1 and since S-'R is semilocal, by Corollary 2.4, S 'R is the direct product of a finite number of almost maximal Bezout domains. By 13, Theorem 9.11, S-'R is an FGC ring. Hence R is semilocally FGC.
(ii) * (iii).
Every semilocal FGC ring is FSI [ 16, Theorem A, Corollary J.
(iii) * (iv). Let R be a reduced semilocally FSI ring. By [ 16, Theorem B] , every FSI ring is the direct product of a finite number of almost maximal valuation rings, locally almost maximal h-local domains and locally almost maximal torch rings. Hence every reduced semilocal FSI ring is the direct product of a finite number of semilocal locally almost maximal h-local domain, i.e., of a finite number of semilocal almost maximal Bezout domains [2, Theorem 2.9J. This implies that every non-minimal prime ideal P of R is contained in a unique maximal ideal M and that every maximal ideal of R contains a unique minimal prime ideal. Now as an R,W-module ERH(R,M/PR,M) is isomorphic to Q/PR+,, where Q is the field of fractions of R, 18, Theorem 41. Hence E,w(R,+,/PR,w) is a uniserial R,W-module. Now Q is RPO, where P, is the unique minimal prime ideal contained in M. Let S be an R-submodule of RPo, S 2 PR,w. Then as in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 2.3, S = S,. Hence every R-submodule of E,,,,(R,w/PR,+,) is an R,W-submodule. It follows that E,,w(R,w/PR,w) is a uniserial R-module; it is also R-injective because R,v is a flat R-algebra. Since it contains a copy of R/P, E,(R/P) is uniserial too.
(iv) =P (i). Let R be a reduced ring and suppose E,(R/P) is uniserial for every non-minimal prime ideal P of R. Let M be a maximal ideal in R. If M is also minimal, then R,+, has a unique prime ideal and since R is reduced, R,+, is a field. If M is not minimal, then E,(R/M) is a uniserial R-module. But E,(R/M) g E,h,(R,w/MR,).
Hence E,,w(R,/MR,v) is a uniserial Rmodule and therefore a fortiori a uniserial R,W-module. By 15, Main Theorem ] R,w is an almost maximal valuation domain. Hence R is locally an almost maximal valuation domain. Let P be any non-minimal prime ideal of R. Since E,(R/P) is uniserial, R/P is a uniserial R-module and therefore R/P is a valuation domain. Hence P is contained in a unique maximal ideal of R. By Theorem 2.3, 6(R) ,< 1.
SHEAVES AND RINGS WITH 6(R) < 1
The class of all rings R with 6(R) < 1 seems to be a very good extension of the class of all (Von Neumann) regular rings (i.e., by Theorem 1.3, the class of all rings S such that 6(S) = 0). For instance let R be a ring with 6(R) < 1 and S be a regular ring. Then in R every ideal is flat (over S every module is flat); over R every finitely presented module is a direct summand of a direct sum of cyclic modules [ 17, Theorem 31 (over S every finitely presented module is a direct sum of cyclic modules); in R the localizations at maximal ideals are almost maximal valuation domains (in S they are fields):
R and S are both reduced, etc.
The first '<natural idea" is the following: every ring R with 6(R) < I may be "well embedded" into a regular ring S. Of course we must specify what "a good embedding" means. The "best embedding" we can imagine is every minimal prime ideal of R is the contraction of exactly one prime ideal of S and the contraction of every prime ideal of S is a minimal prime ideal in R.
Let us see what happens in general.
Recall that if R is a commutative ring with identity, Spec(R) is the set of ah prime ideals of R with the Zariski topology, Min(R) is the topological subspace of Spec(R) consisting of all minimal prime ideals, and iff: R -+ R' is a ring morphism it induces a continuous map f *: Spec(R') + Spec(R).
Hence our "good embedding" is nothing but an embedding C: R + S such that t:*: Spec(S) + Spec(R) is a homeomorphism of Spec(S) onto Min(R j. (ii) Min(R) is compact.
Proof (i) .-(")
-II is obvious because Spec(S) is compact.
(ii) -j (i). Suppose E = Min(R) is compact. Now the topology of E coincides with the topology induced over E by the patch topology of Spec(R) (see [ 11) . S ince Spec(R) with the patch topology is Hausdorff, E is closed in Spec(R) with this topology. Hence 9)E: R -+ P,(R) is the required embedding [ 6, Theorem 4.7 1.
Unluckily it is not always true that if R is a ring with 6(R) < 1 then Min(R) is compact. We give an example in 5.1. Nevertheless the rings R with 6(R) < 1 and Min(R) compact have an interesting structure as the remainder of this section will show.
First of all let us study other conditions equivalent to the compactness of Min(R) for the rings R with 6(R) < 1.
Recall that an element of a ring R is regular if it is not a zero divisor. An R-module M is torsion-free if x = 0 whenever x E M and rx = 0 for some regular element r E R 1131. A Baer ring is a ring in which the annihilator ideal of every element is generated by an idempotent element [ 7) . A ring is semihereditary if every finitely generated ideal is projective 14). THEOREM 4.2. Let R be a commutative ring with 6(R) < 1. The following are equivalent:
(i) There exist a commutative regular ring S and an injective ring morphism E: R -+ S such that E*: Spec(S) + Spec(R) is a homeomorphism of Spec(S) onto Min(R).
(ii) Min(R) is compact.
The total ring offractions of R is a regular ring. (vi) -(iv). Let P be a non-minimal prime ideal of R. Then [ 1, p. 801 there exists a E P such that Ann(a) E P. Since R is Baer, Ann(a) = Re for some idempotent e E P. Then a + e E P and it is easy to verify that it is a regular element.
(iv) e (iii) follows from the fact that a ring with 6(R) < 1 is reduced.
(iii) z-(i) is obvious. is R = T(X..F), the ring of all global sections of XT; and if R is a regular ring the corresponding sheaf is its reduced sheaf over X= Spec(R), i.e.. the sheaf .9(R) with stalk .2(R), = R/x for all x E X= Spec(R). This equivalence is not only a useful technical tool, but it also allows us to imagine a regular ring as a ring obtained by "pasting fields with continuity over a Boolean space"; i.e.: it shows how it is possible to "patch together" fields (which are the regular domains) to get any regular ring. All these results extend perfectly to the rings R with 6(R) < 1 and Min(R) compact.
For simplicity let us call a domain D with 6(D) < 1 a l-domain. Hence a l-domain is nothing but a locally almost maximal Prufer domain such that every non-zero prime ideal is contained in a unique maximal ideal.
Let R be a ring. Suppose 6(R) < 1 and Min(R) compact. Let X= Min(R). Then X is a Boolean space. Let 2(R) be the disjoint union of all R/P, where P ranges in Min(R); let us topologize .,%7(R) by taking the sets a,. We have thus defined a functor ,5? from the category of all rings R with 6(R) < 1 and Min(R) compact to the category of all ringed spaces (X,.?? with X a Boolean space and .F a sheaf of l-domains over X.
Conversely let r be the functor which associates the ring of all global sections T(X, .8) to a ringed space (X, ..F). THEOREM 4.3. The functors A? and I' determine a natural equivalence between the category of all commutative rings R with 6(R) < 1 and Min(R) compact and the category of all ringed spaces (X,.Y) with X a Boolean space and .B a sheaf of l-domains over X.
In particular if S is a regular ring and X = Spec(S), then T(X, --) is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all subsheaves .Y of .,#(S) such that for every x E X, ,Vx is a l-domain withJield of fractions 9(S), and the set of all subrings R of S with 6(R) < 1 and such that the total ring of fractions of R is S.
Proof: For a commutative ring R let B(R) be the Boolean algebra of idempotents of R and let K(R) be the decomposition space of R 112, Sect. 21, i.e., the set of all maximal ideals of B(R) with the hull-kernel topology. Note that if Q is a prime ideal of R, Q n B(R) is a maximal ideal in B(R). Now by [7, Theorem 11, a commutative reduced ring R is a Baer ring if and only if the mapping Q I--+ Qr? B(R) is a homeomorphism of Min(R) onto Z(R). Consider the equivalence of 112, Theorem 10.11: if we restrict it to the category of all rings R with 6(R) < 1 and Min(R) compact ALBERT0 FACCHINI and to the category of all ringed spaces (X,x) with X a Boolean space and ,F a sheaf of indecomposable rings over X with S(r(X,.F)) < 1 and Min(T(X,,F)) compact, we clearly get an equivalence between these two categories. Let us show that if X is a Boolean space and .F a sheaf of rings over X then S(r(X, F)) < 1, Min(T (X,,F) ) is compact and .F1 is indecomposable for every x E X if and only if .Fx is a l-domain for every x E X.
Suppose &r(X,.P)) < 1, Min(T(X,.F)) is compact and every *F1 is indecomposable.
Then by Theorem 4.2, T(X,F) is Baer. Hence Min(T(X, F)) is canonically homeomorphic to Z(T(X,.F)). But .,K(r(X,,F)) is canonically homeomorphic to X. It follows that the minimal prime ideals of T(X, ..F) are the P, = (0 E T(X,F) 1 a(x) = O}, x E X. But T(X,.Iy)/P,~.Fx.
Hence by Lemma 2.2, 9YY is a l-domain. Conversely suppose ,Fx is a l-domain for every x E X. Since X is Boolean the minimal prime ideals of T(X, jt) are the Px's, x E X, and every prime ideal of T(X, ..F) exactly contains one P,. Since every Fx is a l-domain, it follows that every non-minimal prime ideal of T(X,.F) is contained in a unique maximal ideal. It is also clear that for every maximal ideal M of T(X,.Y), T(X,,F),W is isomorphic to the localization of ,Fx at a maximal ideal of .Fx, where x is the unique element of X such that M 2 P,. Hence T(X,.F) is locally an almost maximal valuation domain and therefore S(r(X..F)) < 1. Clearly every non-minimal prime ideal of f(X,F) contains a regular element. Therefore by Theorem 4.2, Min(T(X, ..F)) is compact.
Therefore the equivalence of [ 12, Theorem 10.11, induces an equivalence between the category of all rings R with 6(R) < 1 and Min(R) compact and the category of all ringed spaces (X,F) with X a Boolean space and F a sheaf of l-domains over X. But for a ring R with 6(R) < 1 and Min(R) compact, S(R) is canonically homeomorphic to Min(R). This proves the first part of the theorem.
The second part of the theorem will follow from [12, Proposition 6.81, as soon as we prove that if R is a ring with 6(R) < 1, Min(R) is compact and S is the total ring of fractions of R, then every idempotent of S belongs to R. Let e E S, e idempotent. Then e = xy -' for suitable x7 y E R, y regular. Since R is Baer, Ann, x = Re' for some idempotent e' E R; it is easy to verify that x + e' is a regular element of R. Hence x + e' & P for every prime ideal P of S. It follows that either x 6!? P or e' & P. If e' & P, then e' 3 1 mod P because e' is idempotent. If x fZ P, then e @ P so that e E 1 mod P. Hence either e' -1 mod P or e G 1 mod P. Since ee' = 0, e + e' E 1 mod P for every P. Therefore e + e' = 1, so that e = 1 -e' E R. Hence every idempotent of S belongs to R.
Note that Theorem 4.3 not only generalizes the corresponding result for regular rings but also reveals the structure of rings R with 6(R) < 1 (and Min(R) compact) inside a fixed regular ring S. n or er to show that Mm(R) is not compact, by Proposition 4.2 it is enough to show that R is not a Baer ring. An easy computation shows that AnnR(lxy VU,, s (On), I> is not generated by an idempotent. Hence R is not a Baer ring. EXAMPLE 5.2. Let R be a ring with 6(R) < 1 and X be a Boolean space. Let C(X, R) be the ring of all continuous functions from X to R, where R has the discret.e topology.
For any x E X and P E Spec(R) let P, = (f E C(X, R) ] f(x) E P}. Then P, is a prime ideal in C(X, R) and it is easy to verify that the map ~7: Xx Spec(R)-+ Spec(C(X, R)), cp(x, P) = P, is a homeomorphism. Furthermore C(X, R),* g R, for every x E X, P E Spec(R). Hence C(X, R) is locally an almost maximal valuation domain and clearly every non-minimal prime ideal of C(X, R) is contained in a unique maximal ideal. Therefore 6(C(X, R)) ,< 1. Note that (o induces a homeomorphism between X x Min(R) and Min(C(X, R)), so that Min(C(X, R)) is compact if and only if Min(R) is compact. EXAMPLE 5.3. Let h,, h*,..., h, be positive integers. Let T be the partially ordered set with minimum I, and with exactly n maximal chains c, 3 c, ,-.a, C, of length h,, h, ,..., /I,~, respectively, such that Ci n Cj = (I, } for if j. By [ 19 J there exists a Bezout domain R such that Spec(R) is order isomorphic to T and R, is a maximal valuation domain for all P E Spec(R). Hence 6(R) = 1.
Let X be a Boolean space; let T have the unique spectral topology compatible with its order. Then with the construction of Example 5.2 there exists a ring R' with 6(R') = 1, Spec(R') g X x T and Min(R') z X, and hence compact.
Remark. S. Wiegand's construction [ 191 may clearly be also employed to obtain an example of a commutative Bezout domain R with 6(R) > 2 such that all the localizations of R at prime ideals are maximal valuation domains.
